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Abstract
Reliability measures in linear models are used in geodetic science and
elsewhere to quantify the potential to detect outliers and to suppress their
impact on the regression estimates Here we shall study the eect of
missing values on these reliability measures with the idea that under a
proper design they should not change drastically when such a situation
occurs
  Introduction
Since Baarda  dened reliability measures to quantify the potential to
detect outliers in a linear model	 this technique has found wide applications
in geodesy	 photogrammetry	 mapping and related areas
 Generalizations to
include the case of correlated measurements have been proposed quite recently
by Scharin 
 It is still unclear	 however	 what the eect of missing values
would be on these reliability measures
 This will be studied in more detail in this
contribution	 thereby relying on the previous studies of Toutenburg	 Heumann	
Fieger and Park  and Toutenburg	 Fieger and Heumann  concerning
the missing values problem in regression with particular emphasis on mixed and
weighted mixed estimation

After a brief overview on reliability measures in chapter 	 we shall investi
gate the situation of missing values in the observation vector as well as in the
design matrix in chapter  before presenting a short example and drawing some
conclusions
 The point we want to stress is that not only do we need sucient
reliability in our systems	 but also should this reliability not too much be af
fected by missing values
 The results from this study will help to illuminate the
situation
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 Reliability Measures in a Linear Model
Let us introduce the GauMarkov regression model for uncorrelated observa
tions as
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with the unknown m   parameter vector  and the unknown variance com
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may be called cofactor matrix

Before we consider the case of missing values we give a brief review of
Baardas reliability measures as derived in the context of weighted least
squares estimation
 The corresponding normal equations are
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may denote the cofactor matrix of the residual vector e

Should there be a single outlier in the jth observation we would have to
replace the characterization of the observational errors in 
 by
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th n   unit vector and with 
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denoting the size of the out
lier
 New leastsquares estimates can now be taken from the augmented normal
equations
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where 
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describes the eect of the outlier on the estimated parameters
 The
eect on the corresponding dispersion matrix is given by
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which seems to indicate a gain in eciency when neglecting the outlier in
spite of its existence
 The original residual vector	 however	 was shifted by
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th observation
 The interpretation of both

 and 
 allows us to state that outliers of a given size can be de
tected more easily by inspecting the corresponding residual when the socalled
redundancy number r
j
is relatively large
 Note that the situation changes
completely as soon as correlated observations are involved see e
g
 Scharin


The redundancy number r
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th diagonal element of the matrix
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yields the original degreesoffreedom of the model
 If reliability is of con
cern	 our goal must therefore be to design the model in such a way that the
redundancy numbers are not too far away from their average value	 and that
their values do not change too much in the case of missing values
 It is the
latter question that we shall further investigate in the following

 Reliability Measures with Missing Values in
the Model
  The case of one missing observation exogeneous vari
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Let us rst investigate the case where one observation	 say y
k
	 is missing and its
impact on the reliability measures r
j
for j  k
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assuming that it exists for all k  f     ng
 Thus	 for j  k	 the modied
reliability measure becomes
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Obviously the reliability has deteriorated by an amount which primarily de
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k
and x
T
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x
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 In this sense the deterioration is becoming relatively
small if a highly controlled measurement fails to be collected r
k
large	 or if
the expected correlation between the adjusted observations involved	 namely
Cfx
T
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
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
g	 turns out to be negligible

  The case of missing endogeneous variables in one row
In this case we assume that all observations y
j
	 j  f     ng	 were taken except
that only some values in the kth row x
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of the matrix X are missing
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one of the techniques as described by J!anner 	 Toutenburg et al
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or Toutenburg et al
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We notice that the above are obviously not just formal relations since they
are independent of the row x
T
k
with the missing values
 However	 they do
not provide knowledge about the eect of the substitute row "x
T
k
on the original
reliability measures r
j
rather than r

j

 Let us now try to tackle this problem by
recombining some of the results achieved so far
 We start with the fundamental
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This concludes our analysis of missing endogenous variables in one row only

The case of several rows can be treated along the same lines and is therefore
omitted here

 A Simple Example
We refer to the simple regression example used by Toutenburg  and again
by Rao and Toutenburg 
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With the exception of the third observation y

	 every other observation appears
to be as reliable as expected in view of an expected average value of  	 
  we call y

an observation with high leverage	 or little reliability	 due
to the small number r
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which would make the detection of any outlier in this
particular measurement most dicult
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Note that the nondiagonal elements per column must sum up to 
 From this
matrix it becomes obvious that the third observation approximately doubles its
already high leverage	#respectively cuts its already low reliability by half#if
either y

or y

is missing
 Conversely	 if y

should be missing it would have a
deteriorating eect on the reliability of both y

and y

	 although critical limits
are not yet reached
 All the other pairs of observations are mutually unaected
when either one of them should turn out missing

Now let us consider the case when exactly one value in the second row of X
T
is missing and subsequently replaced by the average of the remaining elements
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Next	 we form the    matrix
"
R which shows the substitute reliability
measures "r
j
j  k	 thus without diagonal elements again where the kth
column indicates which element in the second row of X
T
was missing

"
R
jk
 "r
j
missing x
k  

In addition	 we may ll in the diagonal elements
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Note that now all the elements per column must sum up to  	 including the
diagonal elements which equally show the value of 
 due to the way we
constructed the substitute elements "x
k  


All the elements in the matrix
"
R turn necessarily out larger than their cor
responding entries in the matrix R

which shows the positive impact	 in general	
of the imputation method used
 Specically	 however	 the third observation
can no longer be identied as of high leverage so that it may be treated as
an outlier more often than not
 In this case the reliability measures of both
y

and y

drop considerably	 with or without imputation
 More sophisticated
imputation techniques can be considered along the same lines

 Conclusions
Traditionally reliability measures are computed for every observation in a linear
model in order to quantify their potential to detect ouliers
 These reliabil
ity measures may be more or less drastically aected by the occurrence of the

missing value situation
 We have studied some of the typical cases and pro
vided analytical formulas for them so that countermeasures can be taken in
time to avoid problems associated with the lack of control among some of the
data	 assuming they are uncorrelated
 The case of correlated observations will
be treated elsewhere
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